
Multi skilled 167 

Chapter 167: What’s There to Consider? Is Five Billion Not Enough? 

“How much?” 

A sharp glint streaked through her eyes and her lips curled up. 

[Five Billion] 

Bam! 

A loud smashing sound could be heard from the other end. 

Zi Yi could imagine how frustrated the other party was at the amount she mentioned. She sneered, 

“Want to see inside Lu Jingye’s personal computer? Five Billion? Ha! Perhaps any random trade secret 

inside there was worth more than Five Billion!” 

Just as Zi Yi was about to quit, the other part gritted his teeth and said, “I agree to it.” 

Zi Yi’s hands paused. 

She could more or less confirm that this person was not only Lu Jingye’s business rival. 

She quickly checked up on the current person in power for the UP Group along with his family members. 

She was a little surprised at the results. 

“Lu Jingye is from the same university as you?” 

Zi Yi tapped her fingers on the table. “There seems to be a story behind this…” 

[I’ll consider.] 

The other party’s voice sounded extremely violent. “What’s there to consider? Isn’t 5 Billion enough?” 

Zi Yi’s lips curled up. [It’s very possible it’s not.] 

Smashing sounds came from the other end once again and Zi Yi directly cut the sound. 

Just as she intended to continue investigating, the drone she sent to Lu Jingye’s villa had sent back 

information. 

Zi Yi quickly moved to another computer and brought up the surveillance on the drone. 

The drone had yet to enter the villa and it was flying near the walls. It had coincidentally captured the 

image of several black cars driving in. 

She swiftly operated the drone to enter the premises. 

In the end, it landed on a tree. 

Through the cracks of the leaves, a group of men dressed in camouflage and armed with weapons could 

be seen alighting from the cars. 



Zi Yi was surprised to see the last person who alighted. 

“Masked man!” 

Her eyes followed the spirited masked man and softly snorted. “And yet you still aren’t admitting you 

are Lu Jingye’s younger brother. You even came all the way to his house.” 

At that moment, the masked man headed towards the villa. 

The aura that his back view radiated was so strong that even though the screen, Zi Yi could sense it. 

Just as she was about to operate the drone to enter through the back door, the other party had noticed 

it. 

Shortly after, her computer had lost connection with the drone. 

She quickly typed out several strings of code and deleted all the information in the drone. 

When she was done, she unexpectedly felt somewhat guilty. 

Just then, Rick’s voice came from the other end. “I want all the information in his personal computer 

within three days.” 

Zi Yi: “…” 

… 

The next morning, Zi Yi saw the housekeeper waiting for her in the living room with a smile when she 

came down. 

“Miss Zi, breakfast has been prepared. Do you wish to have it now or later?” 

“Now.” Zi Yi wanted to see if those people in Lu Jingye’s villa had left or not. 

The housekeeper nodded, turned around, and ordered the servants to serve breakfast. 

After breakfast, the group of people returned to the villa. 

Zi Yi had toured one round around the villa with the housekeeper following behind her. 

“Miss Zi, I wonder what you are looking for?” 

Zi Yi said in all seriousness, “Didn’t you mention the surveillance equipment is spoiled? I’m checking to 

see if I can help to repair them.” 

The housekeeper hastily said, “How could I possibly trouble Miss Zi for this. The Lu Group has a 

dedicated professional maintenance team and they will drop by shortly.” 

Zi Yi had checked all areas of the villa and did not find any clues of the masked man and the group of 

men who entered yesterday. 

In the end, she did not continue to tour around. 

… 



Dou Zerui was heading to the Metropolis University to borrow the equipment Zi Yi requested for today 

and so, she tagged along. 

She originally intended to stay home today, but He Fei suddenly came knocking at around 9 a.m. 

When Zi Yi returned to her villa, He Fei was currently looking into her villa with a confused expression. 

Zi Yi approached him and asked, “Why are you looking for me?” 

He Fei immediately turned around. 

 


